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The shut% algebra generated by the factors of a given word is shown to be free, 
with transcendance degree equal to the dimension of a Lie algebra canonically 
associated to this word. i, 1985 Academkc Press. Inc. 
Nous montrons que I’algtbre de melange engendree par les facteurs d’un mot 
donne est libre, de degrt de transcendance tgal a la dimension dune algebre de Lie 
canoniquement associee a ce mot. f‘ 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
I. INTR~DUOTJ~N 
Let ~=a,... a, be a word of length n on the alphabet A. A factor of w  is 
a word of the form a,. . . aj, i 6 j. We show that the shuffle algebra over Q 
generated by the factors of w  is isomorphic to a free commutative 
polynomial algebra. Actually, this result is proved twice. Associate to the 
given word w  the (n + 1) by (n + 1) matrix 
where the E’s are elementary matrices. We define for each letter a the 
matrix ?a: it is the coefficient of a in the above sum. Let 9Jl be the 
(associative) algebra generated by the cpa’s and 2 be the Lie algebra 
generated by them. We show that the dimension of ‘9JI is equal to the num- 
ber of distinct factors of w, while the dimension of 2’ is equal to the 
transcendance degree of these factors in the shuffle algebra (cf. the 
theorem). In the course of the proof, we obtain that the shuflle algebra 
generated by the factors of w  is free. 
Actually, we prove a more precise result (cf. the proposition): if P is a set 
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of words containing each left factor of any of its elements, then the shuflle 
algebra generated by P is free over some subset of P. 
II. RESULT 
Let A be a finite set (called the alphabet), whose elements are called 
letters. 
We denote by A* the free monoid generated by A, whose elements are 
words and whose neutral element, the empty word, is denoted by 1. Let 
Q (A ) denote the free associative algebra over the field Q of rational num- 
bers generated by A; in other words, Q(A) is the set of noncommutative 
polynomials, which may also be identified with the set of mappings 
A* + Q with finite support. Each polynomial P is a (finite) linear com- 
bination of words 
p= c (P, WI w, 
WEA* 
where (P, w) is the coefficient of the word w. The product in Q(A ) is just 
the one which extends linearly the concatenation of words in A*, once A* 
is identified as a subset of Q(A ). In this way, Q( A ) becomes an 
associative algebra, which is noncommutative when Card(A) B 2. This 
algebra structure on Q (A ) will be referred to as the “Cauchy algebra.” 
We define now another product on Q(A ), the shuffle product [S], 
denoted by UJ which turns out to be associative and commutative. It suf- 
fices to define the product of two words u and v, because A* is a basis of 
the vector space Q(A) over Q. 
Let w=a,a, ..*a,bea word, withu,inA. IfZc{l,...,nj, wedetine w(Z 
to be the word ai,ui, “.uik, when Z= {i,<i,< ... <i,}. 
Let u be of length n and v of length p. Then u w  u is the polynomial 
where the sum is extended to all partitions { 1, 2,..., n +p} = Zu J with 
Card(Z) =n, Card(J)=p and w(Z, J) 1 I= U, w(Z, J) 1 J= u. This sum has 
(‘;P) summands. With this product, Q(A) will be called the “shuffle 
algebra.” 
EXAMPLE 1. ub w  ac = ubuc + 2uubc + 2uucb + ucub. 
With this product, Q(A) becomes a commutative and associative 
algebra, without zero divisors (see [S]). 
Remark 1. Recall that Q(A) (Cauchy structure) may be identified 
with the enveloping algebra of the free Lie algebra generated by A over Q. 
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As an enveloping algebra, it becomes a coalgebra structure, where the 
coproduct is the homomorphism (concatenation structure) Q (A > + 
Q(A)@Q(A) defined by 
al-+a@1+1@a, aeA. 
(see [2]). Then the shuffle product is just the transpose of the coproduct. 
Let w  = a, . . a, be a word. We associate to it the graph with n + 1 ver- 
tices and n edges with label in A, 
(1) 
This graph may be identified with the family of matrices (CJXZ),~ A in 
J&‘,,+,(Q) defined by 
(cpQ)i.i+ I = 1 if the ith letter of u’ is a, 
(V)i,j=O in the other cases. 
EXAMPLE 2. w=aab 
Remark 2. The graph is just the minimal automaton of the language 
(w} and the matrices are the linear representation of it; see [3]. 
A factor of w  is a word x such that there exist words u and II (possibly 
empty) with w  = uxu; if moreover u = 1, then x is called a left factor of w. 
THEOREM. Let ‘!I4 denote the subalgebra (associative with unit) of 
A,,+ ,(a) generated by the matrices cpa, a E A. Similarly let 9 be the Lie 
algebra generated by them. Then the dimension of %R is equal to the number 
of factors of the word w, while the dimension of 9 is equal to the transcen- 
dance degree over Q of this set in the shuffle algebra. Moreover the shuffre 
algebra generated by the factors of w is a free commutative algebra and 
admits as a basis a subset of the set of factor_s of w. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let w = aab. Then cpa= E,, + Ez3, cpb = E34 (E, is the 
(i, j)-elementary matrix). Then 9 admits the matrices E12 + E,,, E34, E,,, 
E,, as a basis. Moreover, the nonempty factors of w are a, b, aa, ab, aab. 
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But aa = ;(a w a) and a, 6, ab, aab are algebraically independent in the 
shuffle algebra, because they are Lyndon words, that is, words which are 
lexicographically minimal in their conjugation class: it is known that these 
words form a transcendance basis of the shuflle algebra, see [4, Ex. 5.3.61. 
III. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
( 1) The first assertion is easy to prove. The mapping cp: A + ,,& + ,(Q), 
at+ cpa, extends uniquely to a algebra homomorphism cp: Q (A ) --t 
A,,+ 1(Q). We show that the set f, f a factor of w, is a basis of ‘$JI = 
p(Q)(A)) over Q. 
First, note that for each word U, the coeflicient (cp~),,~ is equal to 1 or 0, 
depending on where there exists (or not) a path from i to j labelled by u in 
the graph (1). This shows that cpu is zero unless u is a factor of w. 
The same remark shows that for each factor f of w, of length 1 f 1 = k, 
(&)i,j is equal to 1 only ifj= i+ k and if w  may be written w= ujii with 
1 U( = i - 1. Hence cpf is a linear combination of elementary matrices E, i + k, 
19 i< n + 1. Hence to each factor f of w, there corresponds a unique 
elementary matrix Ei,i+ ,/, defined by: (~f)~,~+,~, = 1 and i is chosen 
minimal. But Ei,i+ ,fl determines uniquelyf, because i determines the begin- 
ning of the occurrence off as a factor of w  and ) f ) determines its length. 
Finally, in each linear combination of cpg (g factor of w), the coefficient 
of cpf is the coefficient (i, i + ( f I) of the resulting matrix. Hence the cpf are 
linearly independent. They span YJI because (pA* spans !JJI and, as we saw, 
cpu = 0 if u is not a factor of w. Hence the qf form a basis of !JJI over Q. 
(2) For each word U, define a linear mapping U: Q (A ) -+ Q(A ); for 
each v in A*, U(U) is the word v, if u = uI u and U(v) = 0 if v does not end 
-- 
with U. It is easily verified that u,uZ = U, 0 u2, hence UHU is an 
homomorphism of monoids A* + End(Q( A)), the endomorphisms of 
Q(A) considered as a vector space. It extends linearly to an algebra 
homomorphism Q(A) + End(Q(A)), PHI. 
Let E denote the vector space generated by the factors of w. Define 
cp’: Q(A) -+ End(E) b y restriction: q’(P) = P 1 E. We show that Ker cp = 
Ker rp’. By part 1 of the proof, Ker cp is the vector space generated by the 
words which are not factors of w. But if u is such a word and f is any factor 
of w, then U(.f) = 0, because f does not end with u (otherwise U, factor off 
would be also factor of w). Hence u E Ker cp’ and so Ker cp c Ker cp’. 
Conversely, let P $ Ker cp. Then P = C(P, U) u with (P, f) # 0 for some 
factor f of w. Then P(f) is a polynomial with nonzero constant term, hence 
P(f) # 0. Thus P 4 Ker cp’ and Ker cp = Ker cp’. 
(3) Let Z(A) denote the Lie algebra generated by A in Q(A) (Cauchy 
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algebra). The Lie algebra 9 generated by the cpa’s is just (p(P’(A)), hence 
by part 2, is isomorphic to cp’(T(A)). Note that for each letter a in A, G is a 
derivation of the shuffle algebra, that is: ti(u UJ v) = a( U) LU u + u LU Z(U), 
as is easily verified with the definition of the shuffle product. 
Let d be the shuffle algebra generated by the factors of w  (hence by E). 
As G(E) c E, we have a(&‘) c d. Now, let 9 be the field of fractions of d, 
whose product we still denote by w. Then the derivation a: d + d 
extends uniquely to a Q-linear derivation ii: 9 + 9. The mapping a++ (5, 
A ~Endo(F), extends to an algebra homomorphism over Q: Q(A ) + 
Endo( PH p. Note that for each polynomial P and y in E, we have 
m = P(Y). 
Let P ,,..., P, be elements of Y(A) such that cp(P,) ,..., cp(P,) form a basis 
of 9 = cp(Z(A)) over Q. As the Lie bracket of two derivations is again a 
derivation, each pi is a derivation of 9. We claim that the Pls are linearly 
independent over F. 
Suppose that this is not the case. Then we have a relation 
~Xil-l-l Pi=0 (xi E d, not all zero) 
hence 
~XiLu Pi(y)=0 
for any Y in E. Let f be a factor of w  appearing in one of the P, with xi # 0, 
P, say, and of minimal length (it exists because cp(P,) # 0). 
We may suppose that f appears only in PI (indeed, substract from each 
Pi, i 2 2, a suitable scalar multiple of PI). But fe E, hence 
c x, LLI Pi(f) = 0. 
Now, P,(f) is nonzero (because f appears in PI ) and P,(f) = 0 for i b 2 
(because Pi(f) = C(P,, U) ii(f) #O would imply that a word u with 
ii(f) # 0 appears in Pi; then u is a factor off, hence u = f by minimality: f 
appears in P,). Thus x1 LLI P,(f) = 0 =S x1 = 0, a contradiction. 
Now, it is well known that the dimension over 9 of the space of all 
Q-derivations of 9 is equal to the transcendance degree of 9 over Q. This 
implies that the dimension of 9 over Q ( = r) is Q to the transcendance 
degree over Q of the factors of w, because these generate the field 9 over 
Q. 
(4) A Lie element of Q(A) is an element of the Lie algebra over Q 
generated by the letters in Q( A ). Let F be the complete tensor product 
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over Q of the shuflle algebra Q (A ) by the Cauchy algebra Q (A ). Each 
element of Y is an infinite linear combination 
Let Y be the subalgebra of 5 consisting of the infinite linear combination 
of u @ v, where u and u have the same length. Y is a graded algebra, com- 
plete with respect to the topology defined by this gradation. Define an 
element S of 9’ by 
s = c w 0 w. 
w.A* 
Note that S = 10 1 + T, where lim, _ 1x1 T” = 0. Hence we may define 
logs= 1 (-l)“-‘T/n. 
fl21 
We use the following formula 
logS= 1 UOP,, 
ueA* 
(2) 
where P, is a Lie element of Q (A ) and an homogeneous polynomial of 
degree equal to the length of u. This formula, which is a variant of 
Friedrich’s criterion, is proved by Ree, in a slightly different formulation 
(see [5, Theorem 2.5 or the beginning of the proof of Theorem 3.11). The 
homomorphism cp: Q(A ) + A$,+ l(Q) (Cauchy algebra), defined by the 
given word w, extends uniquely to an homomorphism cp: Y -+ 
An+I(6J(A)) (Q(A) with the shuffle) by the formula 
because, for any word U, there are only tinitely many words v of the same 
length as u. 
Now, apply this extension of cp to both sides of (2), obtaining 
in A?,,+ ,(&P(A)) (shuffle structure). The left-hand side is log(Cffqj-) 
where the sum is extended to all factors f of w; and because each cpP, is in 
9 (the Lie algebra generated by the c&.) we may write cpP, = 
Cl<i<l u,i a M,, where MI ,..., M, is a basis of 9. Thus the right-hand side is 
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c utA*~C1~i~la,,iMi=CiPiMi, where Pi is the polynomial CucA.~,,i~ 
(the sum is finite because ~l,,~ = 0 when u is long enough). Hence C Pi Mi = 
log(Cfi&) and this shows that each Pi is in the shuffle algebra generated 
by the factors of W. Conversely we have 
Hence eachfis in the shuffle algebra generated by the Pis. Moreover, the 
transcendance degree of the fs being 21, (by part (3) of the proof) we 
obtain that d is free over P, ,..., P,. 
(5) The following proposition will imply that some factors of w  form a 
basis of d, which concludes the proof of the theorem. 1 
PROPOSITION. Let P be a set of words containing any left factor of any of 
its elements. Then the shuffle algebra generated by P is free over some subset 
of P. 
Remark 3. The proposition admits as a corollary the following well- 
known result: the shuffle algebra Q’( A ) is free (take P = A * ). 
For the proof, we need the following 
LEMMA. Let V be a finite set of words and u a word not in V such that V 
contains each proper left factor of Vu {u} and such that u is algebraically 
dependent on V in the shuffle algebra. Then u is in the algebra generated by 
V. 
Proof Let srl’ be the shuffle subalgebra generated by V. Let a be any 
letter; recall that ti is a derivation of the shuffle algebra, defined for any 
word f by ii(f) = f’ if f = f ‘a and cT( f) = 0 if f does not end with the letter 
a. Hence, either ii(f) = 0 or Z(f) is a left factor of J: This shows that 
ti( V)c Vu {0}, hence Z(d) c JZI. Similarly ME&. Note that for any 
polynomial P, we have 
P=(P, 1)+ c ii(P)a. 
USA 
Thus, if P 4 0;9, there exists a letter a such that a(P) # 0. From now on, we 
denote the shuffle product f LU g simply by fg. Because u is algebraically 
dependent on JZ?, there exists an integer k 2 1 and elements Qk,..., Q, in & 
such that Qk # 0 and that 
ukQ,+u”-‘Qkp,+ ... +Qo=O. (3) 
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To show that UE d, we use induction on the couple (k, deg(Q,)), 
ordered lexicographically. If (k, deg(Q,)) = (LO), it is clear that u GA?‘. 
Otherwise, either deg(Q,) > 1 (hence Qk 4 Q), or k > 2. Let a be any letter 
and derive (3) with respect to 2, obtaining 
UkPk+Uk-‘Pk&I+ .” +P,=o, (4) 
where the PI’s are defined by 
Pk = a(ti?k), 
Pk-,=ka(u)Q,+~(Q,-,), 
PO = 4~) Q, + 4Qo). 
Because a(u) and Z(Qi) are in ZZ’, we have Pin aI. In the case where 
Qk $! Q, choose a letter a such that P, = ci(Qk) # 0. Then deg(Pk) < 
deg(Q,), and we can therefore assume that Qk E Q. Now consider Pk _ 1 = 
c.?(kuQk + Qk _ i). If kuQk + Qk- i E Q, we obtain u E d, because kQk is a 
nonzero scalar and Qk- , E &‘. Otherwise, choose a such that P,- 1 # 0. 
Then (4) becomes 
zFP,-, + ... + P,=O 
and we conclude u~d again, by induction. 1 
Proof of the Proposition. P may be written as a disjoint union 
P=P,vPz.vP, (5) 
with the following properties 
(i) The elements of P, are algebraically independent. 
(ii) The elements of P2 are in the subalgebra generated by P,. 
(iii) P, u P2 contains any left factor of any of its elements. 
(iv) 1 eP2. 
Indeed we have P = @u (11 u (P\l). Consider an expression (5) with P, 
minimal. Then P, = @ (and the result follows). Indeed, otherwise, P, con- 
tains some word f: as 1 E P,, there is some left factor g off which is in P, 
and such that each proper left factor of g is in P, u P2. Then, either g is 
algebraically independent over P, u P2 and 
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which contradicts the minimality of P3. Or g is algebraically dependent 
over P, u P,. Then, by the lemma, g is in the subalgebra generated by 
P, u Pz, hence in the subalgebra generated by P,. Thus 
which also contradicts the minimality of P,. 1 
IV. COMMENT 
The theorem suggests that there is an algebraic group associated to the 
given word w  whose algebra of polynomial functions is d and whose Lie 
algebra is 2’. This is indeed true: this group is the subgroup of GL,, ,(Q) 
that admits as generic point the matrix 
with coefficients in the shuflle algebra. This is a particular case of [6] 
where it is shown that this matrix is a generic point of the smallest 
algebraic group whose Lie algebra contains the matrices cpa (for any 
matrices cpa). For the special case here, we still need a result of Chevalley 
[l] asserting that if the matrices cpa are nilpotent, then the Lie algebra 
they generate is the Lie algebra of an algebraic group (in general, it is 
bigger). 
The proof here is self contained and independent of all these results, and 
we obtain even more that the shuffle algebra generated by the factors is free 
and admits as a basis a subset of the set of factors. 
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